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OTHER STUFF 
UESTION: HAVE YOU NOTICED ANY 
GES IN YOURSELF AFTER EA 
AT THE I.C 
·cAFETERIA ? 
Yeah, my face has heen stuck• 
in this expression since I atel 
one of their Cheesburgers two 
weeks ago. 
Colin Lee 
No, I haven ' t noticed anything 
major. Well I have had 
some comments that my com-
plexion seems to be clearing 
up. 
Jim Hillier 
Yes , I notice I have the urge to 
eat rodents, and I can only 
satisfy it by eating here at the 
college. 
Brian Thomson 
by Vic Cromarty 
l ~If{ ~~;: i .~ }I\ "J 
The First Capital City 
. Development Company Ltd. 
There is new life in downtown New West. 
Drop into the FCC ANSWER CENTRE, 648 
Carnarvon. Find out about the exciting downtown 
and waterfront redevelopment program - of 
which Douglas College is an important part. 
Open : Monday to Friday 9 - 4:30 
Phone:525-0144 
The First Capual City Development Company 
l.imit~ is a cooperative venture bctwlal die City 
of New Westminster and the British Columbia 
Development Corporalion. 
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"What's that ya sayin' son? Speak 
louder ... I can't hear ya. A party? 
Where? For what?" 
Listen old man, I' m telling you 
that the College Place is having a 
birthday party and all the senior 
folks from New Westminster are 
invited . Yes, that includes you and 
your freinds too. So I'm going : 
around telling everyone about it. 
It's happening on March 14th, the 
third anniversary of the opening of 
r--~-
the College Place. Th~re is going to 
be free cake, lots of entertainment 
·and free stuff. · 
No I can't tell you what free stuff, 
you'll have to board the bus to the 
College Place, the morning of the 
party, provided by Mr. Ron dark 
from Carling O'Keefe' s to find out. 
The young folks will have their 
own party that evening with t~e. 
Penthouse Pet of the Year arnvmg, 
·fully clothed, in a limousine. 
RCDCKIN 1 TONITE 
New Westminster's only live Rock Club. 
Featuring the top bands in Western Canada. 
No charge Monday thru Thursday special event 
nights. MONDAY- Inflation fighter night 
(to help those recession blues 
TUESDAY - Sweet Dreams contest 
WENDSDA Y - Guest artist night 
THlJRSDA Y - Ladies night 
dT '' (no men till 10pm\£eel( 
'''fhiS u. ''Next 
Foot Lucy Roxxlyde 
57 Blackie St. New Westminster 
(behind the Old Spaghetti Factory) 
Phone:522-0011 
Hours: 7:00pm - 2:00am Monday thru ·Saturday 
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Vander Zalrn is not an1used 
by Ian Hunter 
The television blinks on. It 
is a slow news day at the CBC. 
It must be for the reporter is 
asking Education Minister Bill 
VanderZalrn what he thinks of 
a cartoon from the Other Press 
entitled ''Ways to Assassinate 
Your Education Minister. '' He 
is not amused. 
Reporter Larry Rose con-
tacted VanderZalm Friday 
after seeing the cartoon in the 
February 2oo edition of The 
Other Press. The short news 
item began with a brief pan of 
the cartoon; showing a carica-
ture of VanderZalrn being 
blown up with a shovel, elec-
tricuted at a ribbon cutting 
ceremony, being stabbed 
through the heart with a wood- · 
en stake and about to be killed 
by a ticking clam shell while 
scuba diving in the Gulf Is-
lands. Cut to Bill. 
VanderZalm said he 
thought it was in poor taste 
and that he would be contact 
ing Douglas College to try and 
\prevent the students of Doug-
las college from being further 
exposed to free thought and 
expression. 
Douglas · College President 
Bill Day says VanderZalrn has 
not yet contacted him about 
the cartoon and "haven't 
thought about the matter at 
all"adding "The Other Press 
does what it decides to do .. .it 
isn't under my jurisdiction: 
Faculty Association 
Fights Back 
The recently formed Action 
Committee, a standing com-
mittee of the Faculty Associa-
tion of Douglas and K wantlen 
Colleges, is fighting back. The 
main target- policy: B.C. Min-
istry of Education. 
Ralph Stanton, President of 
Douglas Faculty Association, 
says ''current government 
policy is a threat to every 
group in the college, from 
boards, administrations, fac-
ulty, staff to students. So, all 
these groups have an interest 
in telling government why it's 
policies are bad and why they 
don't work." 
The Faculty Association feels 
that no one else is adequately 
addressing the situation, ac-
cording to Jim Davies, Vice 
President of the Douglas 
Association. Stanton declares, 
in, that "there is no feeling of 
fight from colleges." 
Why not the college boards? 
In a recent news letter from 
the Douglas and K wantlen 
Faculty Association, Stanton 
had said, "It is clear to me 
that College Boards, com-
posed as they are of political 
appointees and school board 
members, are not always able 
'Or willing to reach a broad 
spec~ of the community.'' 
It College Boards won'£ or 
can't act, it seems obvious 
that the Action Committee in-
rcgds tg 
by Dee Thomas 
Davtes states that the Com-
mittee "is an attempt to in-
form and communicate with 
or~anizations of the comm-
uruty and public with respect 
to educational concerns." The 
community aspect appears to 
be important. Stanton says "if 
we can raise peoples' under-
standing of what government 
proJ.>oses to .do,,fhen they will 
begm to restst. 
The Committee has been act-
ive, in its two months of or.er-
ation; reports Davies. ' We 
have already responded to the 
B.C. Ministry of Education's 
Five-Year Integrated Plan and 
we have links with labour 
movements with respect to ed-
ucation. A lot of energy is go-
ing into these concerns. The 
whole thing is quite significant 
for us." 
The Action Committee is in-
terested in working with stu-
dents says Davies. Look for 
Faculty Association activities 
at the upcoming open house at 
Douglas College, March 18th, 
19th, and a "few surprises", 
according to Stanton. 
Peter julian, Other Press board member 
Editorial Coordinator for the isn't libellous. We don't con-
Other Press Nancy Powell sider the cartoon to be at all 
says "Unfortunatly I missed libellous, although some 
the origional news cast but, as people might find it offensive. 
we're an autonumous news- I find what he's doing to edu-
paper we can say almost any- cation offensive and other 
~hing .. we want so l?ng as it newspapers have shown him 
Tim Shein and Alanna Whitley waiting for Other 
Press staff to finish speaking. 
to be the asshole he is." 
The Other Press has yet to 
be officially contacted by any-
one about the cartoon but, if 
there is sufficiant interest, it 
may be re-ran or even expand-
ed. More next week. 
Student Society A.G.M. to be continued ... 
~y G~en Nazaruk 
The Student Societies An-
nual General Meeting was ad-
journed before all items on the 
agenda could be addressed 
due to lack of interest at last 
week's meeting. 
The meeting was to have 
included ammendments to the 
Societies constitution which 
students will vote on when the 
meeting resumes March 3 at 
12 noon. During the meeting 
students voted to create a bur-
sary fund into which $14,000 
of the Student Societie's sur-
plus will be put into four $500 
scholarships withdrawn 
yearly. The remaining $10,000 
will go into a capital fund. A 
motion which would have re-
turned the entire amount to 
the students was defeated. 
The fmancial and editorial 
policy of The Other Press was 
discussed and a motion was 
passed requiring The Other 
· Press to present its fmancial 
statements to the Student So-
ciety and publish them in the 
paper twice each semester. 
''This suggests we are sub-
servant to the Student So-
ciety,'' Other Press board 
member Peter Julian said. "I 
can see no reason why we 
should present our fmancial 
statements to the Student So-
ciety when we can publish 
them in the pal?e~." "It's no 
big deal,'' said Student So-
ciety president Tim Shein. 
"Tim Shein is on a power 
trip,'' said Other Press editor-
ial coordinator Nancy Powell. 
Shein read hjs president's 
report, outlining Student So-
ciety services and tried to pro-
mote some discussion, but 
failed because students left for 
classes. 
Some students questioned 
Shein's ability to chair a me-
eting. One student said, "He 
generally struts around here 
like a peacock and now he's 
barking at us." A women later 
said that she left because Stu-
dent Society members were 
being rude by swearing. 
Other Press to answer to Student Society? 
by Glen Nazaruk 
''The Douglas College Stu-
dent Society has no · right to 
decide the editorial policy of 
the Other Press," said Mike 
McNeil at the Canadian Uni-
versity Press's Western Reg-
ional Conference held this 
weekend at Shawingan Lake. 
Mike McNeil, a field repres-
entative for this Canadian 
Federation of Students, also 
said that the CFS does not 
agree with Tim Shein's attack 
on the Other Press at The Stu-
dent Societie' s Annual Gen-
eral Meeting held last Wed. 
The Other Press should only 
have to publish their financial 
statements in their paper. If 
the Student Society wanted to 
see them, they could look for 
them there. 
A proposal was passed at last 
weeks Student Societie's 
A.G.M. which forces the 
Other Press to show it's fman-
cial statements to the Student 
Society and publish them in 
the paper twice per semester. 
"I don't think that the Student 
Society can enforce this again-
st the Other Press," said 
McNeil, who was informed of 
the situation by Donna Mor-
gan the CFS representative 
who attended the meeting. 
"We are willing to publish 
our fmancial statements in the 
paper, and it is as ludicrous an 
idea for the Other Press to 
show the Student Society our 
financial statements as it is for 
the Student Society to show 
theirs to us,' ' said Other Press 
board member Peter Julian. 
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New West May Day traditionalists are moronic 
From Tom Phtllips sions of so call "English Trad-
ition". Nowhere is this more 
SHEEP 
GO FOR 
manifest than in the contriving 
attempts to elevate the dead 
weight trivia of New West-
minster May Day crowning to 
the heights of world shattering 
significance. To claim in fact 
May Day is a predominately 
English tradition is nothing 
short of hilarious. Why not a TRADITION Scotish tradition, a Welsh tra-dition or a Irish tradition? It Like so many others 1 am not could very well be of course; 
in the least concerned about but in actuality it is most prob-
the pro's and con's of alleged ably a Roman tradition bon-
sex discrimination as it applies ouring Flora, Godess of Spring 
to the "Crowning Act" of and introduced into Albian 
New westminster May Day long before that small enclave 
celebrations so much as I am of the Roman Empire degen-
about tradition or to be more erated into the "Sceptred 
precise, traditionalists. Invar- Isle" of progenitory despots 
iably when listening to the he and grovelling serfs called 
or she of this genre waxing England. There is all kinds of 
ecstatically on the magic and evidence to show that since 
inviolability of tradition it soon early times, people other 
becomes quite evident that than the English celebrated 
these people are totally obliv- May Day according to their 
ious to and intollerant of any own traditions; that goes also 
other tradition but the one for those "English"- who by 
.they are intoxicated with. This virtue of long time tenancy in 
annoying trait seems to be Canada should have the com-
particularly pronounced mon regard to be attempting 
among those self ordained to act and think like Canad-
"Authorities" on "English ians. The people of ancient 
tradition". Perhaps it is main- Egypt and India not to men-
ly their insufferably arrogant tion the Celts of Europe held 
assumption that everyone Spring (May) festivals. In 
within sight or earshot of medieval Italy to the present 
their jaundiced hogwash is by day boys serena~ed their 
a moronic duty, bound to be in swee~earts. In Swttzerland a 
accord with the distorted ver- , May pme tree w~s pla~ed un-
der a girl's window. German 
boys secretly planted May 
trees in front of the windows 
of their sweethearts. In Czech-
oslavakia boys at night placed 
May poles before their sweet-
heart's window. In France, 
May Day had a religious im-
portance and was considered 
sacred to the Virgin Mary. This 
was also the custom in early 
Christian Britian. However, it 
can truthfully be said that 
somewhere in the 16th Cen-
tury the English did introduce 
a peculiary English twist into 
the May Day celebrations. 
They took away its original 
Pagan and early Christian 
pristine simplicity and Spring 
time joyfullness and substit-
uted it with another exercise, 
fawning obsequiousness. To 
the Monarchy, an exercise by 
the way their descendants 
seem to have greatly elabor-
ated on with this passing of 
time. Which brings us back to 
this matter of "Tradition" ala 
the New Westminster celebra-
tions and its silly charade of 
crowning. The teacher com-
mittee who favour the crown-
ing of a king as well as a queen 
are on solid grounds from an 
historical point of view and if 
the game is "Let's pretend to 
be English" then it must be 
remembered when the Eng-
lish introduced their symbol-
istic act of obseisance into this 
otherwise innocent Spr_ing 
time mummery they did ·in 
fact crown both a king and 
queen. It wasn't however out 
of any inordinate concern for 
sex equality. 
In later years the "Admir-
ers" of Elizabeth the 1st of 
England, whose uncertain tan-
trums and possessiveness 
were well known decided it 
was better just -to crown a May 
Queen. This has been the case 
ever since. It is of such stuff 
that our sillier and more ig-
noble English traditions are 
made. The trouble with the 
"teachers committee for re-
form of May Day" isn't that it 
is not right, but because it is 
right for the wrong reasons; 
and worst of all because it has 
demonstrated the teachers 
utter shallowness in this mat-
ter of "Reform". The have 
shown themselves to be just as 
small and phoney indeed. If 
they really want to be reform-
ers or even revolutionaries let 
thjem exhibit a modicum of 
intellectual honesty and plain 
old fashioned guts in their un-
dertaking. God knows it's high 
time for some radical and fun-
damental change. Let them· 
announce clearly and unequi-
vocally that this annual parody 
of crowning queens and kings 
is crass deception and not just 
simple folksy folderal. It might 
be ok for republics like Mexico 
and U.S.A. to indulge in this 
kind of quaint whimsy and 
playacting. After all · these 
same nations have removed 
the underlying proposition 
and determined in no uncer-
tain way not to be monarchies 
or appendages of monarchies. 
They can therefore conde-
scend now to play host to the 
very living personification of 
all that is inimical to their own 
traditions without any attend-
ant problems. With Canada it 
is a different matter. In this 
quasi, sheep like nation with 
its indemic inferiority complex 
and Peter Pan syndrome and 
an umbilical cord that_reaches 
still across the Atlantic, the 
Canada where you get grud-
ging dissent from pseudo trad-
. itionalist and monarchist. 
sycophants against the very 
idea of having one's own 
national flag, Anthem and 
Constitution; where oaths of 
allegiance must be made to 
what is tantamount to an ab-
sentee super landlord, where 
public opinion is moulded by a 
medium which is in turn hob-
bled and manipulated by 
shadowy and hardly defmable 
forces. The very idea of play-
ing around with mind inhibit-
ing and allegorical symbolism 
such as crowning etc. is ex-
tremely naive. It is not frip-
pery and fun making. In 
today's Canada it bespeaks of 
something less wholesome 
and patently insidious. 
_ ___,f(pTHER EDITORIAL)\.___ _________ _ 
GREAT SPIRITS HAVE ALWAYS 
ENCOUNTERED VIOLENT OPPOSITION 
FROM MEDIOCRE MINDS 
Albert Einstein 
GIVE PEACE A CHANCE 
by Sean Valentini 
Within most every organ-
ization there are individuals 
who are concerned with the 
progressive development of 
that organization, as well as 
individuals who are concerned 
primarily with themselves and 
their own cau.se. 
The Student Society and The 
Other Press are no exceptions. 
Certain individuals involved 
with The Other Press have 
made irritiating the Student 
Society a game. These mem-
bers are, clearly, guilty of ir-
responsible journalism. They 
lack the vision and imagin-
uion to structure critical 
:ditorials about issues of rele-
vance to students. This utiliza-
tion· of the paper as a self 
serving vehicle is unaccep-
table, particularly at a time 
when students are being sub-
jected to restraints, course 
cutbacks, etc. ,etc.- certainly 
there is not a lack of issues to 
be covered. . 
These people are a minority, 
but their overbearing person-
alities tend to undermine the 
democratic system within the 
paper. 
The Other Press has mem-
bers who maintain a degree of 
maturity and responsibility to-
wards the work they perform 
for the student newspaper, 
though. These members do not 
support the actions of the im-
mature 
What these sensible few lack 
in flamboyance, they compen-
sate with rationality, approa-
chability and dedication. 
Tim Shein and his Student 
Society henchmen have, in 
their attempt to "squash the 
bastards", shown the same 
degree of irresponsibility as 
those Other Pressers in ques-
tion. The attack Shein and his 
troups leveled upon the Other 
Press, although to some de-
gree provoked, has shown that 
Shein has no more vision than 
those Other Press members iri 
question. The vindictiveness 
displayed by the Student Soc-
iety at their A.G.M. accomp-
lished two things; ·it managed 
to divert student attention 
from the real issues at the 
meeting, such as the constit-
ution and a three year student 
levy surpius, and it also creat-
ed unity within the Other 
Press, cementing their feel-
ings of animosity towards the 
Student Society. 
The S.'S. representatives are 
correct in their asking for the 
Other Press's A.G.M. date. 
But is is my belief that Shein 
would like nothing more than 
to destroy The Other Press, 
thus eliminating a Student 
Society watch dog. 
If Shein had the best interest 
of the students in mind, he 
would approach the respon-
sible members of The Othet 
Press and attempt to promote 
a feeling of respect between 
the two groups. By so doing, 
the two groups might operate 
in the student's best interest 
more. efficiently. 
They live right next door to 
each other, why not try and cc 
exist\ 
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ZOWie ... 
~-----~~~· we want to know what is in your head, 
~~... b hi . th f YOU"""""""""' so we can put etter t ngs In . e paper . or .... _. ·. · .. · · · · · · · · · . 
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LY_ea __ _..l no Ads- too many? ~ . 
Do you object to the types of ads we run? [ies I .---n-0-----i 
? 
[)oyou feel that the articles in the Other Press 
(CI:ti.E ONE!) 
low 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 high 
are of interest? 
Do you feel that the subject.:'l have a11ything to do wi. th your life? 
(CBLE ONE) 
low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 high 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'Do· you feel that the atricles in the Other Press reflect.a. yo~.tr interestsl 
as a student at Drm8las Uollege? I 
no·· .. 
you · .. ~--.-r-~---,-r--~--"T-r---r-,__,....1 
- think · 
there is 
too much 
swearing in • · ·. 
(CT~E ONE) I 
low 1 ~ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 high I 
the Other Press? · · .. 
FUCKYESn 
RJCK NOn 
. 
.... 
What would you change and why? 
. 
. 
D~ you like Bill Vander Zalm? • · •. 
Do you think he is doing a good job'·. 
as e~ucation minister? Why? · ·· .•. 
Do you think that $4.oo per semester paid to the 
Other Press is a rip-off? •.... : .... ; .................. ; ............•................•...•....•..............• 
• .!3 
: ~ 
: e 
5 ~ 
= . bQ 
. "' • c: ~ 
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• 0.. 
• V) 
: ::; 
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Do you think that the $19.00 you paid to die student . 
society per sc::mester is a rip-off? .......•......• , ..•..................................................•.. ; .... 
Do you think that the $7 .oo per student paid to the 
Canadian Federation of Students is a rip-off? Do you 
know what C.F.S. is? ..•..........•........................••••• 
ow many stories do you read 
each issue start to finish? 
Do you eat in the cafeteria? Do you like their food? Why? 
'"" What was the last book you <ead? Was it good? ••••.•••••• ·: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : ••••• , •••••••••••••••• 'd 
••••••• What is your favorite color? ; . • ................ · ........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ..........••.......•.•. ; .•..•. 
. -
.. 111111 Do you smoke? How many cigs a day? ........................•................ . • ..... •......•.•...••. • •.• · · • · · · · • · 
••11111 Do you enjoy life? Are you happy right now? Why? · • · · · · · · .....................................•....•.....••••.••• 
...................................................................................................................... 
Pretend you are an anarchtst, and you have only enough explosives to destroy one of: a Red Hot Video. outlet; 
a Litton Systems plant; or B.C. Place. You may choose one or none. Which and why? 
I 
I 
I 
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Y.u-.,. fiad dille It edaiq .,. 4M't • .._.t.TJae Met ...._. 
Siuia& aa4 huaift& fly ,_...., ia a Clliaet ... tlae ... .,.,... Cllfl clt.lfi ia 
r••r ... utds won't do mudue you would be belier .off writing a teuet. ~ 
mte the ofttee to complain, •r you could eveu foio tlae paper aad cha&e it 
yourself( we dare you). · • 
Even a. letter sliowiftg that you noticed a problem is quite likel1 to irlspire 
the staff to correct it. 
The Other Press strives to ~ a deaaocratically run, autonomous studeat 
newspaper, published several times a semester by tlae Other Publications 
Society. The Other Press is a member of Canadian University Press and a 
. . 
.... -.=·. , .,.... ....... -. . libel. ............ . 
- .· trhn ........... --.............. Wttett-.ybe 
<»•leased • JDeet tpaee teq.lremeata. Priority will be pea te Doulas Cole&• stu4eots and employee$. All letters m~t be aipecl and iadule a 
phOne numberfor~tion purpotes (though~· wm not be p~ted). f!te 
.staff wW considet requests to withhold the ' author's name m sJ*:tal 
drcomttances. 
Letters and opiftioas published in the Other Press do not necessarily retlect 
editorial policy. Letters may be brought to the Other Press office at R.oom 
nos. and feft in the envelope on our door or, if there is no envelope, under 
NEW WEST 
Fashion Show! 
With party 
favors prizes 
and music·. 
This 
Tuesday 
March 8th. 
Phone 
ahead for reservations. 
NOTE: ·We obseroe a dress code. 
. 6M SfXTH AVE. ·-~ 
NEW WESTMINSTER 
52&-1411 . 
)>'· 
''WS siJu Running!" 
. y:..··.~'-l~).. 
IXDAGOOD 
GOilfG 
• Now yoUre talkiri. taste._ 
• / 
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Fight PornOgraphy! 
there by positive choice. We integrity of Canadian artists 
are not for the repression of and performers. 
From CCAMP 
The Canadian Coalition 
Against Media Pornography is 
composed of concerned indi-
viduals who recognize that 
pornography and sex-role 
stereotyping violate the dig-
nity and right to self-deter-
mination of women. We define 
pornography as verbal or pic-
toral material representing 
sexual behavior that is deg-
rading or abusive to one or 
more of the participants in 
such a way as to endorse the 
degradition, and believe it to 
be substantially different from 
erotica, which we consider to 
be mutually pleasurable sex-
ual expression between people 
who have enough power to be 
sexuality but rather are seek- CCAMP'S objective is to in-
ing a new portrayal of mut- crease public awareness· of the 
uality and respect in the rep- negative images inherent in 
resentation of sexuality. pornography. Our elect 
What Is A 
Woman's Centre? 
The Canadian Coalition officials must be pressured 
Against Media Pornography strengthen and enforce 
believes that pornography and laws which will create 
sex-role stereotyping, a multi- .enviroment in which women, 
billion dollar industry in North men and children are all as-
America, promotes a climate sured equality, dignity and 
in which women's physical self-respect. 
saftey in the street and in the y . d 
by Margaret Park 
The function of the Women's 
Centre is to assist women in 
making educational and occu-
pational choices. 
and colle~e women. There is a 
wide vanety of resource mat-' 
erials, and films and speakers 
on topics pertinent to women 
are periodically presented. 
home is jeopardized, and . our ~~mb_ersht~ an a~t­
women's right to equality in tve parttctpauon will provtde 
the workplace continues to be the necessary clout to 
denied. We are particularly this objective. 
concerned with recent govern- For more information write; 
"I try to provide as much1 
information as possible about 
traditional and non-traditional 
occupations,'' said Marian Ex-
man, Women's Centre 
co-ordinator. "Some lower 
level jobs that women are be-
ing trained for are going to 
disappear.'' 
Funding for the centre is pro-
vided partly through govern-
ment grants and partly 
through the college. ''They 
can't cut back too drastically 
~ere because they'd be cutting 
lllto grant money. They can't 
do that," Marian said. Finan-
cially, the Women's Centre is 
relatively safe, and is running 
on a budget of about 
$30,000 a year. 
ment and business sponsor- Canadian Coalition 
ship of pornography on tele- Media Pornography 
vision and in the Canadian P.O. Box 1065, Station B 
film industry and believe it to Ottawa, Ontario. 
be a violation of the cultural KlP 5Rl 
Within the next ten years, 
clerical jobs may become com-
puterized,'' she said. ''The fu-
ture is probably going to be in 
computers; the very high level 
occupations such as systems 
analysis." 
In addition to providing infor-
mation on careers and educa-
tion, the Women's Centre is a 
drop-in centre for community 
If anyone has any ideas of 
activities that they would like 
to run through the Women's 
Centre, Marian would be plea-
sed to hear them. 
The Women'a Centre is lo-
cated in the counselling centre 
off the main concourse. 
Can Fantasy Be Con1pron1ised With Exploitation? 
Reprinted from The Charlatan 
by Maureen Murray 
A photograph of a nude woman is explicit. A fllm 
where a woman is nude and hung by her heels like a 
side of beef is perverse. Both images can fall within 
the realm of pornography. 
One depicts a woman in a vulnerable state, the 
a woman in a violent way. How do we 
these two extremes ranging from eroticism 
horror? 
The issue of pornography is so complex that 
approaching it from the point of view that it de-
and exploits women is inadequate. 
Defining eroticism and obscene pornography and 
then forming general laws and values is difficult 
because one person's erotic fantasy is another's 
sexual perversion. 
But a better question is, to what extent does sexual 
fantasy projected in the media benefit society and at 
what point is it a danger and a threat? 
Dr. Pierre Clement, an Ottawa psychiatrist who 
specializes in human sexuality says feelings of fear 
and guilt are often associated with sex. 
Putting sexual fantasies on the screen can help 
people to identify their fantasies, release their fear 
and guilt about them, and make them realize it is 
normal to fantasize. 
But there are dangers involved. Pornography today 
is sexist because it presents fantasy from a totally 
male viewpoint. It is not about two individuals 
relating sexually. 
Rather, "it concerns a man confronted by his own 
fantasies acting them out on a woman he sees only as 
an object,'' says Qr Clement. 
The industry disregards the fact women share in 
sexual fantasies. Films and are concer-
ned only with the male's wants and needs. Women 
are seen as unwilling victims of the sexual act or as 
creatures intent on satisfying the bodily needs of a 
man. 
As women gain equality in other areas it will 
change the nature of erotic material on the market, 
says Dr. Clement. He also says changing attitudes 
will result in more erotic material written through 
the women's perspective and explore all realms of 
human fantasy. 
Another problem of pornography is the possibility 
that people will incorporate their fantasy into their 
real lives. Do distorted images on the screen con-
tribute to sexual deviation or anti-social behaviour? 
·so far, there has been no clear evidence to show that 
pornography will provoke a man to out and commit 
rape . 
All studies of this area are limited because they 
deal primarily with adults who have already formed 
their sexual attitudes and measures their immediate 
sexual reaction to certain stimuli. 
Researchers, also, haven't had the resources to 
measure long range effects of pornography on child-
ren or adolescents just forming their sexual atti-
tudes. 
Furthermore, the last extensive study of porn-
ography was made by the U.S. commission on 
obscenity and pornography over a decade ago .. 
Since then the industry has gone far beyond the 
soft-core porn the study looked at. Sado-masochism 
an~ bestiality are very different from girlie mag- · 
aztnes. 
A study done today might come to very different 
conclusions. Seeing a woman chained to a bed and 
whipped certainly cannot be a positive influence. 
A psychology PhD student at Queens University 
who has worked with sexual offenders at the 
ston Penitentiary says pornography is not the 
cause of sexual 'deviance. 
Ian Shields says most child moles tors he works with 
have never had normal sexualexp!!riences. They are 
much younger mentally than their actual age and · 
such a person watched a film showing sex with 
"young children, ''It may very well reinforce ideas in 
his head and spur him to act." 
Shields found rapists to be surprisingly naive and 
ignorant about sex. They had ''very strange ideas 
about women and divided them into categories: 
either whores or madonnas.'' 
Dr. Clement says sexually-restrictive environments 
can lead to a distorted vision of sexuality. He says 
adolescents lacking in sexual knowledge, are most 
likely to act out their fantasies. 
He says young people need information about sex 
in order to understand themselves and often they 
don't receive it. "We do not talk about (sex) in an 
open and honest manner but rather are still hiding 
behind closed doors. ' ' 
The Chaplain at Carleton University in Ottawa, 
George Tattrie, says the lack of strong moral found-
ation in society is another element in the prolifer-
ation of pornography. 
Rev. Tattrie says we are vulnerable to our "sex-
ually super-saturated climate'' because society has 
lost a sense of its morals. With the breakdown of 
family unit in the past 20 years, values are no 
being taught in the home. 
He says pornography, ''feeds the notion that it · 
okay to exploit.'' ' 
Pornography is a danger to society, but it is just 
symtom of a larger problem. Society must 
terms with the negative aspects of nn•·nn.o-r~~nn 
recognizing women as sexual equals;by 
children understand and come to terms with 
sexual identities; and by judging more critically 
we feel is and what is exploitive. 
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G-uillermo · Ungo Spe~ .. 
By Bill Tie/man and Tom Hawthorne isms and ac-tivities which run contrary to the oblect-
Bill Tiel em an is a · g-raduate student ives of that process." Throughout our interview, which took place in] uly in 
in political science at the University Vancouver, where Ungo was adressing the federal 
0 f B.C. Tom hawthorn is a Vancouver ~DP convention, it was clear the the FDR leader is not J . 1 dogmatis ideologue, but someone who has turned to 
journalist. Both are former CUP burem.i~med insurrection as a final res~rt afte~ attempting to 
_ _ J' .hange the government through non-vtolent means. 
chiefs and both have worked as In El Salvador students have . a long history of 
V S t nvolvement in attempts to introduce social reforms an~ouver un I_'epot ers. . md end the military dictatorships that, backed by the 
He t.s b<?.th_a reluctant and an unhkely looking :offee and cotton plantation owners, have ruled the 
revo_lu~tona_ry. . country for 50 years. In El Salvador's last major 
Sttttng tn the student council chambers at the 1pnstn~ the 1932 revolt that saw 30 000 campastnos 
university of B.C., wearing a tan safa~i suit, lo~ers (farm w~rkers) massacred by the ar~y, students at 
and rectangular meta\ ~rame gla~ses, Wlt~ a gol~ ~tog, :he University of San Salvador were responsible for 
gol~ pen, and gold ctgarette hghter htghly vtstble; >ublishing an anti-government newspaper. The edit-
Gulllermo Manuel Ungo, leader of El Salvador's De- >rs of the paper and other student leaders were 
mocratic ~root (FDR) bears little re.semblance to the :xecuted. On July 30, 1975, a student protest march 
stereotypical Che Guevara revoh~ttonary commonly rom the university to the centre of town ended when 
thought to populate Central Amenca. he National Gaurd opened fire killing at least 37 
. Gi_ven Ung~'s background, how~ver, this is ~o .. ;tudents. Two days later more d;_an 50,000 Salvador-
cotnctdence. Hts father, the late Gulllermo Ungo, ts ·ans walked in a procession honoring the dead stud-
well known in El Salvador as a tounder ot the <...nnst- -
ian Democratic party movement in the 1960s. Ungo 
himself is one of the best known politicians in the 
country. A proffesor of law at the University of San 
Salvador, he was one of three civilians appointed to a 
five-person government junta after a coup in 1979 
by reformist army officers ended the dictatorship of 
General Carlos Humberto Romero. Ungo was also the 
vice-presidential running mate of] ose Napolean Dua-
rte in the ill-fated 1972 presidential elections that 
resulted in a military coup aimed at keeping Duarte 
and Ungo out of office. (Currently Duarte, a Chris-
tian Oemacrat, is president ot the ruling junta.) 
Ungo, married with three children, is also leader of 
the social democratic National Revolutionary Move-
ment (MNR), a vice-president in the Socialist Intern-
tional, to which Canada's NDP belongs, and a former· 
director of the Jesuit Central American University's 
reserch institute. -
In January of 1980, after serving on the government 
junta for three months, Ungo became a revolutionary 
leader by necessity, not by choice. In his letter of 
resignation from the junta Ungo said that because of 
the independant power of El Salvador's army and 
wealthy oligarchy the junta "has only minumal, and· 
essentially formal, power. It lacks the capacity to lead' 
the process of democratization and social change. Nor 
can it stop the development of the various . mechan-
I 
LET EM EAT TANKS!! 
stutde1nts in the 
current attemps to overthrow the military government 
He pointed out that it was not just students but all 
young people who are leading the guerilla fighting in 
the countryside and other opposition actions. 
"You have more than 60 per cent of the population 
under 25 years old," he explained. "And these 
people suffer misery, hunger, lack of jobs, more than 
other people, and these people have more ideals, so 
every youngster is a suspect.'' . 
"Suspected of being a subversive, of belonging to 
the mass organizations (that support the oppositon), 
of having sympathies toward them, of helping them. 
You see, not only in the guerrila forces, but in the 
.mass ore:anizations. the trade unions, a lot of students 
4igh school students, university students, and young 
people." 1 
''Most of the people killed, with their heads cut off, 
every day, are youngsters, because they're suspe~t. 
And to be a suspect," he concluded wearily, "is to be 
killed, to be dead. ' 
In] une The Wall Street] ournal and The Washington 
Post published lengby stories detailing how the Rea-
gan administration's lenghty White Paper on El Salv-
ador contains "factual errqrs, misleadlng statements 
and unresolved ambiguities that raise questions about 
the administration's interpretation of P,articipation by 
communist countries in the Salvadorean civil war,'' as 
the Post described it. The White Paper, released in 
February, claimed that, "over the past year, the 
insurgency in El -Salvador has been progressively 
transformed into a textbook case of indirect armed 
agression by Communist powers through Cuba.'' 
the journal's story U.S. State Department 
planner ] ohn Glassman, the man primarily respons-
ible for the White Paper, acknowleged that there were 
"mistakes" and "guessing" by intelligence analysts, 
that parts of it are possibly "misleading" and "emb-
ellished'' and that arms shipments agreements sup-
posedly drawn directly from allegedly captured guer-
rila documents were in fact extrapolated. The Post, 
which did its own analysis of the documents, (which 
were handwritten in Spanish) concluded that many of 
the translations into English were faulty. 
After examining the documents purporting to back 
·up the administration's claims, along with other cap-
tured papers held by the State Department, the Post 
concluded that "read together with the documents 
released originally, these others draw a picture that 
differs in significant ways from the one in the White 
0 These documents nnt•tt!lrU 
ment scroungtng 
for more of them.'' 
During a press confrence prior to our interview Ungo 
described the U.S . White Paper as "not so white." 
We asked him about the White Paper and what effect 
its release and subsequent statements by members of 
the Reagan administration have had on media cover-
age of the civil war. 
''There is a total manipulation of the news regarding 
El Salvador", he replied. "For example, the White 
Paper is good evidence of that. We think that 
governments understand that it was just an excuse 
justify American intervention. Its not the ftrst 
Paper the Americans have produced." 
''Every time they want to intervene in a country, they 
produce a White Paper. They did that in the Domini-
can Republic (American troops invaded in 1965), they 
did that in Guatemala (the Central Intelligence Age-
ncy financed and aided a successful ·coup by right-
wing exiles in 1954). 
"Mter the lie is demonstrated, nobody (in the press) 
comments on that. So that's when you see the 
manioulation. Thev (the U.S.) wanted to see our tiny 
small country become the ftrst confrontation beetw-
een East and West. ·So, nobody believed that (the 
White Paper). 
There have been some articles written about the 
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Out On El Salvador 
- . 
(the Post and] ournal stories) besides the 
the half-truths, the lies and the falsif-
but the most important part is what is not 
What kind of a struggle is going on, who is 
::suuu:>•u·'"' for that, what are the main causes of that, 
people have chosen the right to insurrection, 
a constitutional right, why we are not ''free-
'' (in the media) , why there are training 
Somoza's people (former Nicaraguan dict-
Anasio Somoza's National Gaurd) in the United 
which has been proven. Its a big manipulation 
everyone understands that." 
asked if Ongo felt , given the U.S. efforts to 
u.•uc;u,. c; the media against the opposition, an accur-
story of the struggle in El Salvador will eventually 
out. 
'Well I hope so" , he answered, "I hope so." But I 
there is a trauma after Watergate. Thev don't 
to discover more Watergates, one is enough. 
perhaps as time goes on, and this warmongering 
fails the .truth will start to come out.'' 
1972 there seemed to be signs that El Savador's 
and oligarchy were willing to loosen their gip 
of the country rather than face the protra-
warfare that was going on in neighbour-
uaLc;•ua.... . Three of the countries legal oposition 
the Christian Democrats (PDC), led by Duarte Na~ional Revolutionary Movement MNR), of whi-
Ungo was secretary-general, and. _the National 
· Union (UNO) formed a coaht1on called the 
'Opposing Union (UNO) to contest the elect-
against the military candidate of the official gove-
In a close vote, the opposition coalition 
.... '"'"',. .. ·, , .. ., and strong evidence of electoral 
on the part of the government and the army. 
the opposition parties began a challenge to the 
election, some sympathetic army officers atte-
a coup to overthrow the government. The 
backed by Duarte, was abortive, and led to his 
' and subsequent seven-year exile, as well as the. 
of many other opposition leaders.· 
1980, after Ungo had left the new junta because of 
inability to control the army or oligarchy. Duarte 
-.. ~,,rn ... t1 to El Salvador to join the junta, subsequently 
•c:o.;IJlUILu" its president. We asked Ungo how it felt to 
fighung someone who was once a close friend and 
· mate in the 1972 attempt to democratize El 
'I don't look to the past", he began hesitantly, "just 
learn or not to. Not to have emotionalism ... That 
1auJLJc:I.L:s in history. Mr.Reagan was a Democrat once 
t he? General Petain was a hero in the First 
War and was judged to be a traitor in the 
World War, no matter how much good will he 
or not. It's not a matter of good will in politics, 
not a matter of if you're a good guy of a bad guy. 
just what you do, what role you play in politics, 
intrests you serve.· . 
The problem Wlth uuarte IS that he was always a 
anti-communist and anti-communism has 
hundreds of thousands of deaths in Latin 
for decades and has just more polarized the 
>Iula£Iou. Mr.Reagan is trying to make true Che 
's statement that there will be more Viet-
's i,n Latin America. He doesn't want that but 
s producing that." 
'So, he (Duarte) changed. He played an important 
in the struggle for democracy", Ungo says in a 
, resigned tone, but apperantly without bitterness. 
'He was considered a subversive, he was considered 
communist'', The oligarchy said that against him, 
llg<un:s£ me. Well, now he's doing the exact opposite 
that which he criticized". Un2o concluded. leavin2· 
pause afterward in which he seemed to be 
what lessons the betrayal of ideals held for 
The constant toll the rebel forces extract from the 
military dooms the Duarte regime, creat-
a slow tide of victory even American aid cannot 
, according to Ungo. The junta's ability to rule 
' ... . 
was even eroded by the so-called defeat of the "final 
offensive" launched in January by the rebel militia, 
the Fabarundo Marti Front for National Liberation, 
Un o said. 
"It was a ailure smce It not ecome a 
offensive, the fmal steps toward a political-military 
. solution, but the junta and the United States govern-
ment say say it was a victory for them. Well, they took 
a hell of a beating. If you recieve a hundred blows, 
you cannot say "Well, I won because you didn't knock 
me down, when you are bleeding all over the face. 
That was a propaganda deal." 
"We don't believe we are going to reach just a 
military solution or just a political solution in pure 
terms. The main aspects are that we want to work out 
a democratic political solution, to put all factors yo 
work in · favor of a political solution, even the army 
factor .. . because you have to have power in order to 
have a solution that's going to be guaranteed." 
• 'You need a political will to put all your political tools 
to work on that. That means the United States' will 
too. They are giving a lot of arms, a lot of military 
equipment, economic aid to keep on strengthening the 
rightist sector of the army. Well, if you want to 
weaken that you have to do just the opposite. But we 
don't believe it is just in the hands of the United 
States. They by themselves don't want to do it- they 
cannot do it - so we. have to work out also, among other 
factors , the balance of forces, to have a much better 
balance of forces - it's improving - international 
solldenty, International 1solauon ot the JUnta, the 
fascist people , so we can search for a political solution 
that was not there at the beginning of the war, that is 
there at the end of the war.' ' 
"Today, there are virtually two El Salvadors. The 
vast malority of the country, including the capital city, 
is still under the junta's military command by day. 
The rest is without constant borders, as the rebels 
consolidate their control over mostly mountainous . 
lands on the border with Honduras. It is in these 
areas" , Ungo said, "that the Front has established its 
own local government, while an immense network of 
supporters in the junta controlled areas aid the armed 
rebels. '' 
''If you have several thousand people armed and 
fighting on a full-time basis you need a big infrastruc-
ture and big aid from the civilian population. People 
that feed them, clothe them, keep them, guards 
them, watches the enemy, so that means tens of 
thousands of peoplr in those areas. Th~ civilian pop-
ulation, that's the 'water' the 'fish' need and that's 
why the government is fighting to dry off the water in 
order to kill off the fish . That's why you have almost 
10 per cent of the population displaced or refugees 
through compulsory measures, by force, because they 
want to dry off the water. 
"They are have more than refugee camps. They are 
becoming concentration camps because that's the 
population helping with political activity, economic 
activity and military activity (for) the regular popular 
forces (guerrillas)" . 
· Several of Ungo's colleagues have been assass-
inated since he left his home for Mexico City, where 
he now leads the FDR. We asked Ungo if he fears for 
his and his family's lives, and whether he worried that 
the junta would send someone to Mexico City to kill 
him. 
Ungo grinned shyly. "Well, there are always risks. 
For example, the Pope was shot and Reagan, so it's . 
not a luxury just for us. We cannot work just thinking 
about it all the time. And I believe that the agencies 
are not fools. I don't believe they want (eliminated) 
alternatives that would help for a democratic so-
lution". 
Allo.wed To Do More Killing 
Saskatoon (CUP)The Ameri-
can administration's recent 
certification that El Salvador 
has improved its human rights 
record will allow it to give that 
country ''more war machines 
to do more killing" according 
to Salvadorean student repre-
sentative Armando Parades. 
Parades told students at the 
University of Saskatchewan 
recently that although the cer-
tification document concluded-
that the Salvadorean govern-
ment is "making a concerted 
and significant effort'' to prot-· 
ect the rights of its citizens, . 
the same document cited "co-
mpelling evidence'' that the 
Salvadorean army was respo-
nsible for 450 to 850 disappe-
arences last year. 
The U.S. congress requires 
the administration to prepare 
a human rights certification 
every six months as a condit-
ion for continuin militaty aid 
to the Salvadorean govern-
ment. 
Parades condemned human 
rights records that are measu-
red in numbers of killings as 
"a kind of politics, a kind of 
strategy'' that seperates one 
from the reality of individual 
human deaths. 
"Human beings are more 
than statistics. A human life 
is a human life,'' he said. 
Parades is on a Canadian 
Federation of Students-spons-
ored tour to speak with mem-
bers of church and youth gro-
ups, and with students. 
Parades, who was a fifth-year 
medical student at the Natio-
nal University of El Salvador, 
said that the university was 
invaded five times while he 
was a student there, and was 
finally shut down by the milit-
ary in 1980. 
Students of the once-public 
university must now study 
"underground." Space is se- · 
cretly rented in high-school 
basements and chapels. 
· "In this way 5,000 out of 
more than 40,000 students ha-
ve been able to continue their 
studies on an irregular basis,'' 
Parades said. 
Parades praised the role of 
local Salvadorean preists and 
lay clergy for their active part-
icipation in· the stru'ggle agai-
nst the government, but was 
critical of the bishops and the 
church heirarchy. 
Many bishops continue to 
play the middle ground and 
are careful of their relation-
ships with the government, he 
said. 
Several bishops are also land 
owners and, according to Par-
ades, their line is: "the rich 
should be rich forever and the 
poor should stay there." 
"One of the bishops is even 
an army chaplain." 
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Men's Team Pla~off Bound 
by Martin Hemen'k 
Way to go guys. The Dougla! 
Furs (yes that's the name ol 
the D. C. men's basketbal! 
team) got their whole act td. 
gether this weekend and the 
timing couldn't have been any 
better. 
On Friday night they troun-
ced Selkirk 65 to 44 largely 
through teamwork. It was the 
best display of teamwork i've 
seen in a long time and I'm not 
just talking about Totem Con-
ference play. It was the best 
display of teamwork I've seen 
Period. Brian Englund, Mats 
Wong and Mike Kostic were 
just a few of the players who 
gave supreme performances. 
Nobody seemed to miss the 
Harlem Globetrotters as Todd 
Yano did his Curly Neal imit-
ation, dribbling around, 
under, through and even over 
members of the Selkirk team. 
Jon Deanna got back on track 
after his disastrous- outing 
against Red Deer which he 
claimed ''was the worst game 
I've ever played in my life." 
He . chalked up an easy 24 
points in the win to lead all 
scorers in the match. 
Steve Mitten did his thing 
once again, anchoring the de-
fence, neutralizing the Selkirk 
offense and even producing 
some of the Douglas offence. 
The win broke; Douglas out of 
their longest losing- streak of 
the season. The last Douglas 
win was on January 28 against 
Royal Roads! 
On Saturday February 26 
after having put the pressurt> 
on Selkirk to win this game, 
Douglas played consistent ball 
and capitalized on Selkirk mis-
takes to once again defeat the 
Saints, 70 to 57 
Jon Deanna put on his 
scoring show once again. In 
the first half he scored 12 
points, 10 of which came from 
the line. In the second half he 
dazzled the audience with 
some heads up defensive play. 
On at least three occasions he 
picked off Saint passes in the 
Douglas end, then waltzed 
down the court and scored a 
couple of easy points. Deanna 
came through for another 12 
points in the half giving him a 
total of 24 for the game and 48 
for the weekend. 
For the second game in a row 
teamwork proved to be the 
key. If I had to pick any stars 
for the game I could have 
easily chosen anyone on the 
Douglas bench. 
In talking to Ken Klassen, 
one beaming head coach, he 
told me that the team exe-
cuted well, perhaps the best 
they've done all season. 
With the win Douglas guar-
anteed themselves of a playoff 
spat. The playoffs are inciden-
tally sloted for the March 11 
weekend at Malaspina coll-
ege. 
If the Douglas Furs keep up 
their good play they could 
make things pretty 'hairy' for 
the other finalists! 
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Black Eye Gets 
Embarrassing 
by Martin Hemerik 
The Saga of Ron Bartel con- What Okanagan is driving at 
tinues (see Basketball Black ts that they do not want the 
Eye February 9, 1983). Ron games they beat Douglas 
Bartel is the ineligible player awarded to Douglas for the 
who played a couple of basket- simple reason that if they 
ball games for Okanagan Col- were Douglas would make the 
lege this season. play~ffs and Okanagan would 
The Totem Conference rules not. 
state that a player in the con- In the letter to the Grievance 
ferencf!;_..may not have pre- Committee Okanagan says 
viously played three years ?f • • contact was made with 
college ball. Bartel used u~ }_Us Douglas College to replay the 
eligibility playing for Tnmty games but Douglas College 
Western which, coincidentally replied that they had a busy-
is where the Douglas schedule and could not play ~oaches, Ken _Klassen and the game." 
Kirk Lundberg, go to school. Even if we didn't have a busy 
They and the team knew he schedule we do not have to 
was ineligible. replay those games beca';lse 
In a letter to Neil Chester, Okanagan keeps forgettmg 
head of the Grievance Com- that we did not lie to the To-
mittee Eldon Worabrieff, the tern Conference about any of 
Okanagan Athletic Dire'ttor our player's eligibility and we 
states "The coach of the did not lie to the B.C. Basket-
complainant, Douglas Coll- ball Association. Heck, in say-
ege, was aware of the concern ing Douglas never talked to 
and the necessary facts as the Okanagan coach they're 
early as January 8th, 1983 at even lying in the letter to the 
the Cariboo tournament at Grievance Committee! 
which time the coach of Apparently Okanagan is 
Douglas College spoke to the attempting to cloud the iss~e 
player in question, Ron Bartel by getting the K~lowna me~a 
and not the coach of Okanagan in an uproar wtth, get this, 
College." them toting Douglas as the 
According to my sources bad guys. Well, it wasn't work 
Klasses did indeed talk to because Douglas has the 
Brock Tully, the Okanagan Other Press and a lot of high 
coach on January 8th AND ranking officials in the Totem . 
January 14th just minutes be- Conference who don't like be- .S 
fore Douglas played Okanag- ing lied to, on their side. fi 
an. ~ 
TOTEM CONFERENCE 
standings 
Men 
w L PTS 
vee 11 0 22 
CAPILANO 10 1 20 
MALASPINA ' 7 3 14 
DOUGLAS 7 5 14 
SELKIRK 6 6 12 
OKANAGAN 3 9 6 
CARIBOO 1 11 2 
ROYAL ROADS 0 10 0 
Leading Scorers 
pts g ppg 
M. O'Rourke R.R. 138 6 23.0 
.J. Deanna Doug. 187 8 22.8 
C. Clemens v.c.c. 125 6 20.8 
P. Johanson Okan. 187 10 18.7 
G. Dakin. Selk. 103 6 17 .1 
D. Klassen Okan 170 10 17.0 
H Whyte Selk 88 6 14.6 
K. Kelly Mal. 75 6 12.5 
K . Reimer v.c.c. 74 6 12.3 . 
-M. McNamee Car. 98 8 12.3 
c:: 
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Opening Debut Bombs 
by Martin Hemerili half he was out to lunch for six with Douglas the majority of 
· Well the home debut of the easy points and later fouled . the points came from three or • 
Douglas College men's bas· out midway through the se- four players. • 
ketball team wa'S a classic nail cond half. Although in all fair- The game progressed quite 
biter. The lead constantly ness to Deanna he played an quickly in the first half due to 
changed hands and was never excellent defensive game con- the fact that only one referee 
greater than six points. In the stantly pulling in rebounds showed up. Fortunately in the 
end Red Deer squeezed out a and intercepting passes. In second half another referee, 
58-57 victory. fact it seemed almost as from a different league who 
Once again it was a game though he switched places was in the audience, volun-
Douglas should have won. with Steve Mitten who l~d the teered his help. 
They played Better than Red Douglas scoring punch wtth 17 For an exhibition game the 
Deer for most of the game but points. turnout was quite good. At 
once again inconsistency Another difference in the one point in the game I coun-
reared its ugly head. The most game was the well balanced ted over 50 people in the audi-
important element missing offense displayed . by Red ence and most folks I talked to 
from the Douglas attack had to Deer. Almost all thetr players enjoyed the match. 
be ] on Deanna. In the first had at least six points whereas 
MAR(;;ff2. 1981 mE OTHER PREss/ ( 
Women go out with Flair 
by Martin Hemenk 
The girls got eliminated from' 
the playoffs last weekend 
against Selkirk but it certainly 
didn't make for boring basket-
ball . 
The teams split the two 
games with Selkirk taking the 
first one 60-40 and Douglas 
the second 64-63 . 
In the first game Selkirk 
gained twenty first downs , fif-
teen on the ground and five in• 
the air. Douglas however did 
miserably probably owing to 
the fact that Selkirk had more 
meat on them and better 
bench strength. Needless to 
say it was a very physical 
game. More bodies went fly-
mg in this game than in the 
last three Superbowls comb-
ined! The refrees did a poor 
job and it showed in the result. 
From the outset. of the game 
the Douglas team seemed ner-
vous . They fell behind early 
and never caught up . Selkirk 
played an excellent game reb-
ounding and controlling the 
ball. They deserved full credit 
for the win . One of the main 
keys to the game was their 
effective neutralization of She-
rri Crossweller and Wendy 
Ellis . 
In the second game the 
women got over their nervous. 
ness and played a whole of a 
_game. 
They jumped off to an early 
12 point lead but, unfortun-
ately they're not used to big 
leads and they proceeded to 
whittle this one away. With 
about five minutes remaining 
in the game Selkirk took the 
lead. Things looked bleak 
when one of the Douglas for-
' 
wards fouled out. The Douglas 
coach , Richard Norman, 
claimed that she only had four 
fouls but the scorer had five . 
With three minutes left in the 
game Sherri Crossweller sus'-
tained a severe twisted ankle 
but, showing the spunk that 
the women's team has dis-
played all year, she stayed in 
the game. Coach Notman par-
ked her right under the selkirk 
ked her right under the Selkirk 
basket. With a minute and a 
half remaining and Douglas 
down by · three points Wendy 
Ellis netted a quick two points 
to pull them within one. It 
looked like a Selkirk win, ten 
seconds left in the game and 
they had the ball in their own 
end. Then, all of a sudden it 
happened , Tracey R3r~o~ 
OTHEirsPoRTS ) \ PAGE 11 
Do you feel the 
Other Press is 
worth reading? 
Well, we think lt is. 
If you feel we are worth your money 
romeootro~~~~ourAGM 
on March 3Jst~ in the lower cat from 
.rtoon till 2pm. 
stepped in front of a Sellillk ' they were outscored by 1~ 
pass and lunged a desperate points . However , congrat-
shot at the Selkirk net. It went ulations go o.ut to Richard Nor-
in and the Douglas women man and the team, who 
pulled it out of the fire. through their sportsm_anship 
Unfortunately they didn't and hard work couldn't have 
qualify for the playoffs even represented Douglas College 
though they split the two much better. 
games with Selkirk . b~cau~~ 
:sports Quiz 
4. What number did Vince 
by Martin Ferragamo 'wear when he 
Hemenk played for the Montreal Con- b., 
He.re 's another opportunity cordes? J 
Rugby Club 
Update 
valiant run for the end zone. 
On the one yard line he was 
dropped, (many say he just 
fell down) and ended up short. , 
Later, Super Dan made up for 
Kersplat's miscue by picking 
up a loose ball on the three 
yard line, and diving in for the 
insurance try. to see if you can outsmartin 5 Wh · ] hn Ri · ' Dan Riordan 
. at ts o ggm s num- Last weekend, the seconds 
Martiq. her on the Washington Red- & Joe Kersplat and thirds clashed with 
!.Maurice, the Rocket, Rich- skins. The Douglas Rugby Club has : ~urrey, with the teams split-
ard was the first NHL player to 6 · Which horse won the first played a few games recently, tmg. The .sec~nds won 13-3 
score 50 goals in a season. triple crown after Man O' some of them even on the :and the thirds lost 6-4. Both 
Who was the first player to War? Think it was in the 70's Rugby Pitch. We played the -teams play~d well al)d the 
score 51 goals in one season? · 7 · What is the term used in U nivesity of Victoria three and. the thirds. loss can ~e 
harness racing when a trotter weeks ago of which Super Dan · .attnbuted to bemg grossed m 
The club would like to thank 
all those who attended our 
·Valentines Dance on Feb. 12 
ANSWERS 
ZlU!'J A.Ull'J . 6 · 
.8u!u.M.oa rv · s 
2. What is the name of the sta- all · ) 
starts to g op m a race · did not attend because he was the warmup. · 
dium where the New York Is- 8. Who was the· pitcher that drunk and disorderly the night Two weeks ago, the club l'e!J'el;)J:>~~ :~ 
landers play? Hank Aaron hit his 715th th 1 d · La YY ~ K D d d T E before and forgot where e p aye games agamst. ng- ';) Jo:>uo:::>;) l 
• ;))j'OJq , ;)SJOt{ ;)t{~ . L 
3. en ry en an ony s- home run off of? team was staying. The second ley. The firsts won eastly and JO•T p--..< .. rd J .... --u ... HP . s--u--nort{v posito where the goaltenders 9. Who was the ftrst Montreal · · · · d uv· · h d 26 19 Th :r "' " "'""' "' "' "' 
·n the '72 series against the Expo to steal 50 bases? Dtvtston tte tc 10-10 m a t e secon s won - . e ;)t{l JOJ ~1# ;)JOM. ;)H ';)UON 'J? 
Russians . Who was the back- 10. How do you spell Steve valiant comeback effort in the s,econds game was close, 20- uosuqof ;)JPP'3 ' £ ~p go~lie? Podborski's last name? second half. 19, when Joe Kersplat made a ·wn;)S![O) AlUno:::> -enss-eN ·z 
~...;..----------.;.,;,-.,_.....-______ _. - [[OH ..<qqog '1 
HELP 
t.man to write news 
student newspaper. No experience 
necessary but ability to learn, 
sanity, rational thinking, and the 
capacity to care about your 
subject would be an asset. 
'Pay' is negotiable but very low depending on how much you can 
eat and on your capacity to drink (coffee). To apply, come into the 
Press news office (located close to the second floor eafeteria 
iti the Student Lounge) any Monday afternoon, or night (our 
production night), or just about any other time of the week when 
the door is open and a neon light is flickering beyond. 
lease come in and talk to us. We're lonely and news writers 
desperately needed in the OP as there is too much news 
for too few people. Help . 
...... v ...... " 525 .. 3542 for more info . 
....., • ....a"lLU..l'-' for copy is 4p.m. every 
~----------------------1 
.f . Students of lblglas College 1· 
The Sandwich Tree :· 
is pleased to Offer you this special deal 
................................................ . 111 
I 
The Douglas women's volleyball team failed to make tlE playoffs last week. They lost their 
·last game to VCC,16 to 14 Cariboo College barely managed to edge the1p. out. 
byMartinHemen:t Softball in Full Swing 
The inter-departmental soft-
ball tournament got underway 
last weekend. The games were 
played at Moody park on' Fri-
day afternoon and all day Sun-
day. 
Friday's results showed Ac-
counting stealing one from 
Criminolgy 17 to 14. On Sun-
day, Contruction Management 
orchestrated a 16 to 15 win 
over Music and the EDP team 
computed an 11 to 8 victory 
over Adult Basic Education. 
Finally, last but not least, the 
University Transfer team out 
psyched the Psychology (af-
fectionately referred to as the 
psychopaths ) , team in a hard 
fought 15 to 12 victory . In the 
top of the first inning, the UT 
squad tried to scare the psy-
chopaths by scoring four quick 
runs, but the psychos showed 
they weren't a Freud by bat-
ting in six runs in their half of 
•••• , ................................. tt•t• 
the inning. However, as time 
wore on the UT pitcher found 
her groove and coupled with 
some sloppy infield work by 
the psychopaths, who at some 
points in the game seemed 
stricken with scaredoftheba/1-
aphobia. This put the UT team 
ahead to stay by mid ~arne 12 
to 6. In the latter inrungs the 
psychos mounted a comeback 
but their opposition J ung on 
for the victory. 
Winners last week in the 
Douglas College men's vol-
leyball spring raffle: 
1st prize: Texas Mickey (or 
cash equivelent) Craig par-
sons. 
2nd prize:Dinner at the Nic-
kel Factory (Guilford or 
White Rock) Susan Calder 
3rd prize: 1 pair Nike all-co-
urt runners - ] ohn Bruce 
4th prize:Mr.Mike's steak 
dinner - Dawn Dougall 
Sf?ftball 
ACCOUNTING 
CONSTRUCTION MGT 
UNIVERSITY TRANSFER 
EDP 
PSYCHOLOGY 
CRIMINOLOGY. 
MUSIC 
ADULT BASIC ED. 
3 points for win 
2 for tie 
1 for loss 
Softball 
Rules & 
Regulations 
1. Nine players on field, four · 
of the players must be 
females . 
2. Games will be slow pitch 
but not . lob ball. 
3.Each team will supply one 
umpire. One to umpire first 
base and the other for home 
plate. It will be determined 
b~tween the two umpires who 
will umpire which position and 
if they wish to switch places 
during the game. If the ump-
pire is playing that game the 
team must substitute him with 
another team member. 
4. When teams are up to bat 
they will only go through the 
batting order once or when 
there are three out, which ever 
comes first. 
5. Each team will be respons-
ible for keeping score for their 
team. 
6. There will be no pinch hit-
ters. 
7. The maximum time for each 
game will be two hours. If at 
the end of two hours the game 
is not finished, the two teams 
will complete the end of the 
inning which they are in. At 
. the end of that inning the team 
with the highest score will win 
that game. 
8. No team members will be 
permitted to wear cleats. 
9. Game results will be deter-
mined by point system: 
3 
2 
1 
points 
points 
point 
per win 
per tie 
per loss 
10. There is no time to make 
up rained out games so if a 
game is rained out the two 
teams will receive 2 points. 
11. All games will go as sched-
uled unless there is a down 
·pour. If unsure whether the 
game is still on please contact 
one of the following people: 
Kerry Dutchyn 
Dawn Dougall 
Sheryl Eccles 
WLT PTS 
1 0 0 3 
1 0 0 3 
1 0 0 3 
1 0 0 3 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 
525-1782 
939-3147 
294-0329 
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FRANKLIN COMPUTER 
ACE JOOO 
only$2688 
also the Micro Professor II 
This is a booksize, yet inexpensive unit 
that compares with, and even exceeds 
the Apple 1/'s capabilities. only $599 
PAGE 1.5 
Computer Town is a complete computer store 
with a learning center and a full selection of books 
and software. 
PHONE 522·0955 418-6th Street Telephone 
Office: 525-0333 
" c> ~ llfe·rent Bri,. ~ 
f\ 1) ... 1tttterent e011 ....,,. • 4\ lt1"011•• lltrle.) ... 
LIQUOR 
STORE 10· TH STREET 
RESTA'ZRAII\1 
Ill 
w 
Offering an edible alternative for 
Douglas College, we at the 
77-restaurant invite you for a 
short walk down Agnes Street 
New Westminster, B·C· V3L 382 
~ z IJ 
- i <( 8-TH STREET ~ ~ ~ s: 
~ 
~ 
i 
for, what some say, are the best 
burgers this side of 6th street. 
Breakfast is only $1.99 and with 
every order you will recieve a free 
coffee, pop or tea. We are open from 
th St t A 8AMtiii8PMMonday . 77•JO II pes, thruSaturdayand 
New W estmlnster we're tocated across 
· fromthe 
computer 
Proirammfni 
Data 
f'rOC8SslfC 
liq'uor store. 
is pleased to announce 
the start up of our new 
computer training 
courses in 
March, 1983. 
NEW! ENROLL NOW! 
MTC ~~~~:~§§ 525-6404 
60-lth Street New Westminster 
ASK ABOUT OUR APTITUDE TEST 
· PAGE 16. THE OTHER PRESS 
SAGE 
RB KING 
fVfARCH 31 APRIL 1 COMMODORE 
CHUCK MANGIONE __ _ _ 
april 19' QUEEN E THEA VTC&CBO 
THE BLASTERS 
.MARCH 10 COMMODORE MUSIC 
HERALD NIX BUDDY SELFISH ROCKY CRAIG 
QUEEN IDA& THE BON 
TEMPS ZYDECO BAND 
MARCH18&19 COMMODORE 
MARCH 25 COMMODORE 
HOUR CONCERTS 
10 VANCOUVER OCTET 
conc;erts beQin at 12:30 
JOHN LEE HOOKER 
MARCH 26 COMMODORE 
DC JAZZ BAND AND COMBOS MARCH 20 SOFT ROCK CAFE 
RANK&FILE SCISSORS 
MELODY PIMPS 
MARCH 4 SUB BALLROOM 
TICKETS ZULU RAVE ODYSSEY IMPORTS AMS 
LENE LOVICH 
APRIL 16 COMMODORE 
CULTURE CLUB 
MARCH 16 Corv1MOCORF 
DOA HOUSE OF COMMONS SOS 
REVELATION 16 
FERNWOOD COMMUNITY CENTER 
VICTORIA B.C. MARCH 5 $5.00 
SCREEN 
The Fr'!ser McPherson jazz Quartet played to a 
lunch hme crowd last Thursday in the theatre. This 
was part of the Douglas College Noon Hour Concert 
~ms -
APOCALYPSE NOW 
MARCH 25 27 7:30 
ROCKY' HORROR-P~CTURE SHOW MAR. _S-MrDNIGHT . 
SAVOY CINEMA 
PIPI LONGSTOCKING 
MARCH 20 1:30 
-RIDG-E -THEATRE 
ROAD WARRIOR 
7:3-0 MARCH TI -1'3 
Sl\ VOY CINEMA 
2001: A SPACE ODYffiEY -TESS BLADE RUNNER 
·9:20 MARCH 11-13 MARCH 7 8 7:30 
.MARCH 4-6 9.20 
VANCOWER EAST ONEMA VANCOWER EAST CINEMA SAVOY ClNEMA 
JAPANESE FILM SERIES 
MARCH 4 8:00 
JAMES JOYCE ULYSSES 
MARCH 11-13 9:25 PHILIP AGEE 
OTOKO WA TSURAI YO 
DaJGLAS COLLEGE 
VANCOUVER EAST CINEMA IN PERSON WITH FRANC CIA DOC EXPoSE 
-.MARCl::L9=1o-- 7:3o-
ETC THE OTHER PRESS ANNU.Al GENERAL MEETING MARCH31-IN THE LOWER CAF FROM 
12:00 to 200 
RIDGE THtAlRt 
NOTE: In order to vote in 
the Other Publications Soc-
iety Annual General Meet-
ing you must sign the Soci-
ety's book avaliable in the 
Other Press news room by 
the Student Lounge, 2nd 
floor off the concourse any-
time before the AGM. 
The Other Press wi II be 
running an events section 
each i-ssue. Students and 
Faculty are invited to s 
information on any Coli 
or Community Event. 
act Sean Valentini at the 
Other Press Office 
